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T ablet use in all stages of travel has increased among travelers in the United Kingdom, according to a report from
Expedia.

Smartphone and tablet ownership rates in the UK, at 79 percent and 43 percent respectively, are higher than those of
the United States and continental Europe. While it is widely known that mobile and multi-platform use is growing,
understanding these trends on a regional level could help brands fine-tune their marketing mix at a regional level.
T ime of the tablet
Mobile-only travelers outnumber PC-only travelers, and the total mobile audience matches the total PC audience,
demonstrating how quickly mobile has grown. In the UK, mobile rather than desktop is the primary tool for travelers.
However, the significant exception is with hotel and resort research, where 53 percent of travelers are PC-only,
compared to 29 percent being mobile-only. Additionally, these users spend nearly 3.5 times as much time on the site
as mobile users, although such users are slightly less likely to be luxury travelers.
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As one would expect, PC use is considerably lower during trips, but the platform dominates during research,
shopping and trip-planning phases, all of which have lower mobile rates. T ablet use, however, is used consistently
throughout the journey, a big improvement from its limited use across all travel stages in 2014.

T ablet usage is particularly pronounced among luxury consumers, who have the highest rates of tablet usage by
around 10 percent during each stage. Purchases are following suit, with 36 percent of travel being booked on a tablet
compared to just 16 percent on smartphones, whereas the rates are more balanced in the United States.
Just as importantly, tablet-using travelers are nearly twice as likely as smartphone users to click intentionally on ads,
21 percent to 13 percent. Advertisers should also take note of the kind of ads they make for smartphones versus
tablets, as the top reason for clicking for smartphone users was the relevance, whereas tablet users were drawn by
attention-grabbing ads.
T he full report includes further statistics about rates of different platforms in the UK as compared to the U.S. and in
the previous year.
Falling behind
While the growth of mobile among consumers has been duly noted, marketers should take note of the peculiarities
of different markets. Superior digital marketing by third-parties have led to a reduction in margins for hotels.
Affiliate sites and online travel agencies have kicked brands out of first-page search results, according to a new
report by L2.
Across 452 non-branded keywords, T ripAdvisor had the highest first-page display rate by a significant portion, and
similar sites and online travel agencies (OT As) dominated the top 10. T o make themselves visible to prospective
travelers researching online, brands must make themselves visible on these sites and target consumers by region.
(see story).
T he travel sector is lagging behind in dragging mobile conversions.
While 32 percent of overall online payments were made on a mobile device in the first quarter of 2016, in the travel
sector, the share drops to 15 percent, pointing to an opportunity to extend the reach of smartphones in the travel
experience, according to a new report from Adyen.
T he report, Mobile Payments Index 2016: T ravel Edition, reveals that accommodation services see 17 percent of
volume on mobile devices while airlines see just 13 percent. T ablets remain a significant factor in driving booking
in the travel industry (see story).
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